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Abstract6

We present a new mathematical model of disease spread reflecting7

specialties of covid-19 epidemic by elevating the role social clustering8

of population. The model can be used to explain slower approaching9

herd immunity in Sweden, than it was predicted by a variety of other10

mathematical models; see graphs Fig. 2. The hierarchic structure11

of social clusters is mathematically modeled with ultrametric spaces12

having treelike geometry. To simplify mathematics, we consider ho-13

mogeneous trees with p-branches leaving each vertex. Such trees are14

endowed with algebraic structure, the p-adic number fields. We ap-15

ply theory of the p-adic diffusion equation to describe coronavirus’16

spread in hierarchically clustered population. This equation has ap-17

plications to statistical physics and microbiology for modeling dynam-18

ics on energy landscapes. To move from one social cluster (valley) to19

another, the virus (its carrier) should cross a social barrier between20

them. The magnitude of a barrier depends on the number of social21

hierarchy’s levels composing this barrier. As the most appropriate for22

the recent situation in Sweden, we consider linearly increasing barri-23

ers. This structure matches with mild regulations in Sweden. The24

virus spreads rather easily inside a social cluster (say working collec-25

tive), but jumps to other clusters are constrained by social barriers.26

This behavior matches with the covid-19 epidemic, with its cluster27

spreading structure. Our model differs crucially from the standard28

mathematical models of spread of disease, such as the SIR-model. We29

present socio-medical specialties of the covid-19 epidemic supporting30

our purely diffusional model.31
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1 Introduction36

The covid-19 epidemic has many unusual features (see section 2). One37

of them plays the crucial role in disease spread. We formulate it as38

the basic assumption of this paper (see also [1]):39

AS0 Virus’ spread in population is constrained by the hierarchic40

social cluster structure.41

How can one model mathematically social clustering of popula-42

tion? In a series of works [2]-[7], we constructed ultrametric clustering43

of population by using the system of hierarchically ordered social co-44

ordinates and this approach was applied in cognition, psychology, so-45

ciology, information theory (see also [8]-[12]). In this paper, we shall46

use ultrametric diffusion equation [13]-[21] to describe dynamics of47

coronavirus spread in socially clustered population. It is important to48

note that ultrametric spaces have treelike geometry, so we shall study49

dynamics of virus on social trees. To simplify mathematics, consider-50

ation is restricted to homogeneous trees with p-branches leaving each51

vertex. Such trees are endowed with algebraic structure, the p-adic52

number fields. We remark that p-adic numbers are widely used in53

number theory and algebraic geometry. Their applications to natural54

phenomena started with string theory and quantum physics [22]-[24].55

The specialties of covid-19 epidemic1 are not reflected in the stan-56

dard mathematical models [25]-[27], such as, e.g., the canonical SIR57

model [28] and its diffusion-type generalizations, e.g., [29]. Conse-58

quently, in spite of the tremendous efforts [30]-[36], mathematical59

modeling of coronavirus spread cannot be considered as successful.60

Therefore, we have to search for new mathematical models reflecting61

better the covid-19 specialties. The recent paper [1] based on AS0 can62

be considered as a step in this direction. In it, we studied the problem63

of approaching herd immunity in countries like Sweden, i.e., without64

lock-down. The coronavirus does not spread throughout population65

homogeneously as it is described by the standard models of disease66

spread. Its spread has the clear social cluster character (cf. with dis-67

ease spread modeling in articles [37]-[40]). The coronavirus spreads68

1See section 2, “covid on surface”, “covid in air”, “asymptomatic individuals”, “no
mass-events”, “superspreaders”; in this paper we are interested in mild restrictions, as in
Sweden, i.e., without lock-down.
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relatively easy in a social cluster that was infected by somebody, but69

approaching other clusters is constrained by social barriers.70

Such virus’ spread is described very well by dynamics on energy71

landscapes. The latter is well developed theory with numerous appli-72

cations to statistical physics (e.g., spin glasses) and microbiology [41]-73

[47]. An energy landscape is a system of (energy) valleys separated by74

barriers of different heights having a hierarchic structure. A system75

(physical, biological) can move inside a valley or jump over a barrier76

to another valley, with some probability. Thus, the simplest math-77

ematical model is given by random walks on energy landscapes (see,78

e.g., [48]). Behavior of random walking depends crucially of grows of79

barriers coupled to the hierarchic structure of an energy landscape.80

Geometrically the hierarchy of valleys (clusters) of an energy land-81

scape has the treelike structure. As is well known, trees also give82

the geometric representation for ultrametric spaces and vice verse.83

Thus, dynamics on energy landscapes, collection of clusters separated84

by hierarchically ordered barriers, can be represented as dynamics in85

ultarmetric spaces.86

In the first paper [1] on ultrametric approach to disease spread,87

we explored the random walk in ultrametric spaces [48]. Such ran-88

dom walk is the discrete version of ultrametric diffusion. Theory of89

diffusion equations in ultrametric space is well developed [13]-[21]. In90

the present paper, we apply its powerful mathematical apparatus for91

modeling covid-19 spread in hierarchically structured social clusters.92

The problem of approaching herd immunity is reformulated in terms93

of ultarmetric diffusion equation. We consider a country without lock-94

down, but, nevertheless, imposing a bunch of social restrictions (bar-95

riers) during the covid-19 epidemic. As the basic example, we con-96

sider Sweden (see [1], appendix 2 for compact description of situation97

in Sweden, March-June 2020, from the viewpoint of imposing social98

barriers). This reformulation makes the model mathematically rigor-99

ous (studies [41]-[47], [48] were at the physical level of rigorousness)100

and opens the door for development of a variety of new mathematical101

models of coronavirus spread taking into account the social cluster102

structure of population.103

For Sweden, this problem of approaching herd immunity is of the104

big value. The country did not impose the lock-down and the system105

of measures presented by the state epidemiologist Anders Tegnell and106

his team was aimed to approach herd immunity and, in this way, to107

make essentially weaker or escape at all the second wave of covid-108

19 epidemic and may be proceed without vaccination. However, the109

dynamics of population’s immunity against coronavirus is very slow,110

essentially slower than it was predicted by Swedish epidemiologists111

3
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and by mathematical models of disease spread 2 (see, e.g., [49]-[51] for112

reports from Public Health Institute of Sweden, [32]-[34] for attempts113

of mathematical modeling and [52]-[56] for reports from massmedia).114

As we have seen [1], ultrametric random walk (with jumps over115

mild barriers linearly growing with levels of social hierarchy) generates116

dynamics with asymptotic behavior of the power type; herd immunity117

in a social cluster C grows as pIm(C, t) = 1 − t−q, q > 0. Generally118

(but, of course, depending on the parameter q) this function increases119

slowly. This asymptotic can explain unexpectedly slow approaching120

herd immunity by population of Sweden. The basic parameter of the121

model q = T log p/∆. Here T > 0 is the social analog of temperature,122

the degree of activity in a society, ∆ is the magnitude of the elementary123

barrier for hopping between nearest social levels. Higher social tem-124

perature T implies more rapid approaching of herd immunity; higher125

social barrier ∆ implies slower growth of herd immunity.126

In the present paper, by using results of work [17] on the relax-127

ation dynamics for diffusion pseudo-differential equation on ultramet-128

ric spaces we reproduce the power low for dynamics of herd immunity129

from [1], for linearly growing barriers. The technique of ultrametric130

diffusion equations provides the possibility to study this problem for131

other types of barriers as well as for design of more general mathemat-132

ical models of covid-19 spread, may be even matching quantitatively133

with medical data on this epidemic.134

2 Specialties of covid-19 spread135

As was emphasized in introduction, covid-19 epidemic has some spe-136

cialties. To match these specialties, one has to develop new mathemat-137

ical models. The fundamental specialty is the social cluster character138

of coronavirus spread, see AS0. Further, we shall discuss a few other139

virus’ features. They justify the following assumption distinguishing140

our purely diffusional model of virus spread from the standard SIR-141

type models:142

AS1 Intensity of virus’ spreading is relatively insensible to the143

number of those who have already been infected.144

Now we discuss a few biological and social factors behind this fea-145

ture of the virus.146

2In particular, by models Tom Britton [32, 33] that was used by Swedish State Health
Authority predicted that herd immunity will be approached already in May; Anders Teg-
nell also announced, starting from the end of April 2020, that Sweden would soon approach
herd immunity, but it did not happen, neither in May, nor June and July.
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• Covid on surface. As was shown in study [58], the probability147

to become infected through some surface (say in a buses, metro,148

shop) is practically zero. It was found that even in houses with149

many infected (symptomatic) people, the viruses on surfaces (of150

say tables, chairs, mobile phones) were too weak to infect any-151

body. (Their were present, but were not able to infect mouths.)3
152

• Covid in air. The virus is neither so much dangerous at the153

open air, especially if people follow the recommendation to keep154

1, 5 m distance between them. In in [58] was pointed out: “The155

fact that COVID 19 is a droplet infection and cannot be trans-156

mitted through the air had previously also been confirmed by157

virologist Christian Drosten of Berlin’s Charité. He had pointed158

out in an interview [59] that coronavirus is extremely sensitive159

to drying out, so the only way of contracting it is if you were to160

‘inhale’ the droplets.”161

• Asymptomatic individuals. As was recently announced [60],162

WOH collected a lot of statistical data showing that asymp-163

tomatic individuals transmit covid-19 virus to other people with164

very low probability.4 At the same time, US Centers for Disease165

Control and Prevention estimates that about a third of coro-166

navirus infections (35%) are asymptomatic [61]. Hence, about167

35% of infected people practically do not contribute in disease168

spread.169

• No mass-events. Another important restriction supporting170

AS1 is that even in Sweden, mass-events were forbidden, so no171

3Mr Streeck, a professor for virology and the director of the Institute of virology and
HIV Research at the University Bonn, clarified [58]: “There is no significant risk of catching
the disease when you go shopping. Severe outbreaks of the infection were always a result
of people being closer together over a longer period of time, for example the apré-ski
parties in Ischgl, Austria.” During extended and careful study in Heidelberg (the German
epicenter of the covid-19 epidemic) his team could also not find any evidence of living
viruses on surfaces. “When we took samples from door handles, phones or toilets it has
not been possible to cultivate the virus in the laboratory on the basis of these swabs. ...
To actually ‘get’ the virus it would be necessary that someone coughs into their hand,
immediately touches a door knob and then straight after that another person grasps the
handle and goes on to touches their face.” Streeck therefore believes that there is little
chance of transmission through contact with so-called contaminated surfaces.

4“We have a number of reports from countries who are doing very detailed contact
tracing. They’re following asymptomatic cases, they’re following contacts and they’re not
finding secondary transmission onward. It is very rare – and much of that is not published
in the literature,” Van Kerkhove, WOH official said on June 6, 2020. “We are constantly
looking at this data and we’re trying to get more information from countries to truly
answer this question. It still appears to be rare that an asymptomatic individual actually
transmits onward.” [60].
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public concerts, neither football matches.5172

• Superspreaders. As for many infections, spread of coronavirus173

has the following feature - the presence of superspreaders of in-174

fection. One person can infect really many people. Thus, single175

person’s contribution in disease spread can be essentially higher176

than contribution of a few hundreds of usual asymptomatic indi-177

viduals or many presymptomatic individuals (see more on super-178

spreaders in Appendix).179

AS2 The number of susceptible people S(t) is so large comparing180

with the number I(t) of those who are infected or the number R(t)181

of recovered that we can consider it as constant, S(t) = const, and182

exclude it from model’s dynamical equations.183

This assumption implies that for an individual in population under184

consideration the probability to become infected practically does not185

depend on the number of recovered. The population is rather far from186

approaching herd immunity and a disease spreader is surrounded (with187

the high degree of approximation) by susceptible people. Thus the188

number of recovered people R also can be excluded from dynamics. Of189

course, this model provdies only the rough picture of the real disease190

spread, but it reflects the basic features of the covid-19 spread in191

the states that imposed relatively soft restrictions in relation with192

epidemic (as, e.g., Sweden, Japan, Belarus).193

Denote the probability, for a person from elementary social cluster194

x, to become infected at the instance of time t by the symbol pI(x, t).195

To write the evolution equation for pI(x, t), we impose the addi-196

tional assumption:197

AS3 The distribution of social clusters in the society is uniform:198

all clusters represented by balls of the same radius have the same mea-199

sure that is equal to balls’ radius.200

Mathematically AS3 is formalized through the use of the Haar201

measure µ on Qp.We understand that this is a strong restriction on the202

social structure of society. But, the main reason for its imposing is just203

simplification of mathematics. We can consider other distributions on204

Qp assigning different weights to social clusters represented by balls205

5In Sweden, restaurants and night clubs were open, but such events were not of mass-
character. The presence in a night club or in a restaurant of one infection spreader has
practically the same impact as say 5 spreaders, the effect of closed space. Moreover, the
distance between the tables in restaurants also diminished the effect of high number of
infected in the population. During the intensive phase of the covid-19 epidemic (the end
of March and April 2020) restaurants terminated self-serving during lunches (so typical in
Sweden).
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of the same radius. (We recall that any point of a ball can serve as its206

center.)207

3 Hierarchic treelike geometry of so-208

cial clusters209

We represent the human society as a system of hierarchically cou-210

pled (as a treelike structure) disjoint clusters. There are many ways211

for mathematical modeling of such representations. Theory of ultra-212

metric spaces is one of the basic mathematical tools for this purpose.213

Geometrically ultrametric spaces can be represented as trees with hier-214

archic levels. Ultrametricity means that this metric satisfies so-called215

strong triangle inequality:216

ρ(x, y) ≤ max{ρ(x, y), ρ(y, z)}, (1)

for any triple of points x, y, z. Here in each triangle the third side is217

less or equal not only the sum of two other sides (as usual), but even218

their maximum. Define balls as usual in metric spaces BR(a) = {x :219

ρp(x, a) ≤ R}, where a is a center of the ball and R > 0, is its radius.220

The balls have the following basic properties:221

• Two balls are either disjoint or one of them is contained in an-222

other.223

• Any point of a ball can be selected as its center, i.e., BR(a) =224

BR(b) for any b ∈ BR(a).225

Any ball can be represented as disjoint union of balls of smaller226

radius, each of the latter can be represented in the same way with even227

smaller radius and so on. We get hierarchy of balls corresponding to228

disjoint partitions. Geometrically a ball is a bunch of branches of a229

tree.230

We use the ultrametric balls to represent mathematically social231

clusters, any cluster is slit into disjoint sub-cluster, each of the latter232

is split into its own (disjoint) sub-clusters and so on. Inclusion relation233

generates the hierarchy on the set of social clusters.234

In a series of works of the author and his collaborators [2]-[6], ultra-235

metric spaces (geometrically hierarchic trees) were applied for model-236

ing of cognitive, psychological, and social phenomena. This modeling237

was based on invention of systems of discrete social (or mental in238

cognitive studies) coordinates x = (xm) characterizing (psycho-)social239

states of individuals. The treelike representation of social states is240

based on selection of hierarchically ordered social factors enumerated241

7
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by index m ∈ Z = {0,±1,±2, ...}. (It is convenient to work with co-242

ordinates enumerated by integer numbers.) The social importance of243

coordinates xm decreases with increase of m and increases with de-244

crease of m; e.g., social coordinate x0 is more important than any245

xj , j > 0, but it less important than any xj , j < 0. The coordinate246

x0 can be considered as a reference point. Depending on context (say247

socio-economic or socio-epidemic) it can be shifted to the right or248

to the left. Therefore it is convenient to use positive and negative249

indexes determining two different directions of social importance of250

coordinates.251

We consider discrete social coordinates, generally, for each m, there252

Nm possible values, xm = 0, 1, ..., Nm−1, and Nm can vary essentially253

with m. In the treelike representation, numbers Nm determine the254

number of branches leaving vertexes. Such trees are complicated and255

we restrict modeling to homogeneous trees for that Nm does not de-256

pend on m. Moreover, by pure mathematical reasons it is convenient257

to select Nm = p, where p > 1 is the fixed prime number. We remark258

that the corresponding theory was developed even for arbitrary trees259

(ultrametric spaces), but it is essentially more complicated [18, 19].260

Thus, a social state x is represented by a vector of the form:261

x = (x−n, ..., x−1, x0, x1, ..., xm), xj ∈ {0, 1, ..., p− 1}. (2)

The vector representation of psychical, mental, and social states is very262

common in psychology and sociology. The essence of our approach [2]-263

[6] is the hierarchic ordering of coordinates leading to introduction of264

ultrametric on the state space, see (5).265

For our purpose, modeling of epidemic, we can consider, for exam-266

ple, the following hierarchic system of social coordinates; for simplicity,267

let index m = 0, 1, 2, ..., so the coordinate x0 is the most important.268

It is natural to use it to denote states (e.g., Sweden, Russia, USA,...);269

x1 can be used for age; x2 for chronic diseases, x3 gender, x4 for race,270

x5 for the town of location, x6 for the district, x7 for profession, x8271

for the level of social activity, x9 for the number of children living272

with this person , and so on. We understand that such ranking of the273

basic social factors related to the covid-19 epidemic may be naive and274

incomplete. The contribution of sociologists, psychologists, and epi-275

demiologists can improve the present model essentially, see even the276

recent article [57] on mathematical model of evolutionary creation of277

social types and contribution of genetics and natural selection.278

Since the majority of states selected the lock down policy that was279

not oriented towards approaching herd immunity, we restrict consid-280

eration to the Swedish population. So, in the above assigning of social281

meaning to coordinates they are shifted to the left. We also stress that282

8
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hierarchy of social factors involved in the covid-19 epidemic can be se-283

lected depending on the state, i.e., for each state we create its own284

system of social clustering coupled to this epidemic. Consider USA,285

here the population is not so homogeneous with respect to the level286

of income and the life style connected to income as it is in Sweden.287

The social factor of belonging to up or low income classes plays the288

crucial role in covid-19 infecting. It seems that this coordinate should289

be places as the next (to the right) to the age-coordinate, then the290

race-coordinate and so on. Thus, the above hierarchy, (age, chronic291

disease, gender, race, town, district, family,...), that is appropriate292

for Sweden, should be rearranged for USA, as say (age, income, race,293

chronic disease, gender, town, district, family,...).6294

It is convenient to proceed with variable number of coordinates,295

i.e., not fix n and m. This gives the possibility to add new coordinates.296

The space of such vectors can be represented by rational numbers of297

the form298

x = x−np
−n+ ...+x−1p

−1 +x0 +x1p+ ...+xmp
m, xj ∈ {0, 1, ..., p−1}.

(3)
This is the basis of the number-theoretic representation of the space299

of social states. We shall consider it later. Now we continue in the300

vector framework.301

To use fruitfully ultrametric models, we have to construct a com-302

plete metric space. The standard way is approach completeness is to303

consider infinite sequences of the form:304

x = (...., x−n, ..., x−1, x0, x1, ..., xm, ...), xj ∈ {0, 1, ..., p− 1}, (4)

where, for each x, there exists n such that x−j = 0, j > n. Denote the305

space of such sequences by the symbol Qp. On this space, a metric is306

introduced in the following way. Consider two sequences x = (xj) and307

y = (yj); let xj = yj , j < n, where n is some integer, but xn 6= yn.308

Then the distance between two vectors is defined as309

ρp(x, y) = p−n. (5)

So, if n is negative, then distance is larger than 1, if n is nonnegative,310

then distance is less or equal to 1. The ρp is an ultrametric. We remark311

that each ball can be identified with a ball of radius R = pn, n ∈ Z.312

Ball B1(0) = plays the important role and it is defined by special313

symbol Zp. As in any ultrametric space, each ball is represented as314

disjoint union of smaller balls,e.g.,315

Zp = ∪p−1
j=0B1/p(a

j) = ∪p−1
j0...jn−1=0B1/pn(aj0...jn−1) (6)

6Income did not play any role in Sweden during the covid-19 epidemic.
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where aj ∈ Zp is constrained by condition x0 = j and aj0...jn−1 is316

constrained by conditions x0 = j0, ..., xn−1 = jn−1, and so on. We317

recall that in an ultrametric space, any point of a ball can be selected318

as its center.319

In our model, p-adic balls represent social clusters corresponding320

to fixing a few social coordinates. For example Cj = B1/p(a
j) = {x ∈321

Zp : x0 = j}, in above epidemic coding Cj corresponds to fixing age=322

j; Cji = B1/p(a
ji) = {x ∈ Zp : x0 = j, x1 = i}, age= j, gender = i for323

Swedish society or age= j, income level= i for American society.324

Social states, points of Qp, can be cosnidered as balls of zero ra-325

dius, we call them elementary social clusters. Partitions of a ball into326

disjoint balls of smaller radii corresponds to partition of a social cluster327

into disjoint subclusters of deeper level of social hierarchy.328

Now we turn to the algebraic representation of social states by329

rational numbers, see (3). The space Qp endowed with ultrametric ρp330

can be considered as completion of this set of rational numbers and331

algebraically the elements of Qp can be represented by power series of332

the form333

x =
∑
k=n

xkp
k (7)

where xj ∈ {0, 1, ..., p − 1}, xn 6= 0, and n ∈ Z; so only finite number334

of coordinates with negative index k can differ from zero. Such a se-335

ries converges with respect to ultrametric ρp. Representation by the336

power series gives the possibility to endow Qp with the algebraic oper-337

ations, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division (the latter338

operation is defined only for prime p). Hence, Qp is a number field,339

the field of p-adic numbers. This algebraic representation leads to340

number-theoretic representation of ultrametric, ρp(x, y = |x − y|p,341

where x → |x|p is the p-adic analog of the real absolute value; per342

definition, for x given by series (7),343

|x|p = |
∑
k=n

xkp
k|p = p−n. (8)

It satisfies the strong triangle inequality playing the fundamental role344

in p-adic analysis:345

|x+ y|p ≤ max{|x|p, |y|p}. (9)

4 Modeling the virus spread with ul-346

trametric diffusion equation347

An elementary social cluster given by a point of Qp is a mathemati-348

cal abstraction. Real clusters are represented by balls of finite radii.349
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Therefore it is interesting to study the evolution of average probabil-350

ity for cluster Bn ≡ Bpn(0), n = 0,±1,±2, .... Under assumption AS3,351

this quantity is represented as the integral with respect to the Haar352

measure:353

pI(Bn, t) =

∫
Bn

pI(x, t)µ(dx). (10)

Under the above assumptions on the social structure of population354

and its interaction with the virus (including restrictions imposed by355

authorities in connection with epidemic), we can write the following356

master equation for probability pI(x, t),357

∂pI(x, t)

∂t
=

∫
Qp

[p(x|y; t)pI(y, t)− p(y|x; t)pI(x, t)]µ(dy), (11)

where p(x|y; t) is the transition probability: the probability that the358

virus being present in (elementary) cluster y would jump to cluster x.359

We suppose that this probability does not depend on time t and it is360

symmetric, i.e., p(x|y) = p(y|x). Under these assumptions, the master361

equation has the form362

∂pI(x, t)

∂t
=

∫
Qp

p(x|y)[pI(y, t)− pI(x, t)]µ(dy). (12)

It is natural to assume that the transition probability decreases with363

increasing of the distance between two clusters, for example, that364

p(x|y) =
Cα

|x− y|1+α
p

, α > 0. (13)

Here Cα > 0 is a normalization constant, by mathematical reasons it365

is useful to select distance’s power larger than one. Hence,366

∂pI(x, t)

∂t
= Cα

∫
Qp

pI(y, t)− pI(x, t)
|x− y|1+α

p
µ(dy). (14)

The integral operator in the right-hand side is the operator of frac-367

tional derivative Dα (the Vladimirov operator), see [13]. Thus, the368

dynamics of the probability to become infected for those belonging369

to an elementary social cluster is described by the p-adic diffusion370

equation:371

∂pI(x, t)

∂t
= DαpI(x, t). (15)

To formulate the Cauchy problem, we have to add some initial prob-
ability distribution. We select the uniform probability distribution
concentrated on a single ball, initially infected social cluster Bn,

pI(x, 0) =
1

µ(Bn)

{ 1, x ∈ Bn
0, x 6∈ Bn

11
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Figure 1: Asymptotic behavior of probability to become infected. (For fixed
social temperature T, the upper graphs correspond to one-step barrier growth
10 and 100 times, respectively.

372

This equation and its various generalizations were studied by many373

authors, for applications to physics and biology and by pure mathe-374

matical reasons, see, e.g., [13]. We are interested in the relaxation375

regime, i.e., asymptotic of average probability pI(Bn, t) for large t.376

We use the mathematical result from [17] (see also [18, 19]) and ob-377

tain that the average probability has the power behavior:378

pI(Bn, t) ∼ t−1/α, t→∞. (16)

Thus the average probability to become infected in a social cluster379

decreases rather slowly with time. If α >> 1, i.e., the virus transition380

probability decreases very quickly with increase of the distance be-381

tween social clusters, then pI(Bn, t) decreases very slowly with time,382

it is practically constant. If 0 < α << 1, so the virus transition prob-383

ability decreases relatively slowly with increase of the distance, then384

pI(Bn, t) decreases sufficiently quickly with time. We shall discuss385

these behaviors in section 5 by assigning bio-social meaning to the386

parameter α.387

We present some graphs corresponding to different values of α at388

Fig. 1.389

Consider now a kind of “integral immunity”, combination of innate390

and adaptive components, defined as the probability of not become391

12
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infected:392

pIm(x, t) = 1− pI(x, t) (17)

and its average over social cluster represented by ball Bn,393

pIm(Bn, t) = 1− pI(Bn, t) (18)

This function increases relatively slowly with time, see Fig. 1. Its394

asymptotic behavior depends on the parameter α determining how395

rapidly the transition probability between social clusters decreases396

with increase of the distance between them.397

1-
1

t

1-t-0.1

1-t-0.01

2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 2: Asymptotic behavior of probability to become immune; increasing
of herd immunity (for fixed social temperature T, the upper graphs corre-
spond to one-step barrier growth 10 and 100 times, respectively.

5 Virus’ random walk on the hierar-398

chic social tree399

The mathematical result on the relaxation regime for the p-adic diffu-400

sion [17] is generalization of studies on random walks on ultrametric401

spaces describing dynamics on energy landscapes [48]-[47]. There are402

given energy barriers ∆m separating valleys, movement from one val-403

ley to another valley is constrained by necessity to jump over a barrier404

between them. This random walk model gives a good heuristic pic-405

ture of the virus spread, as jumping from one social cluster (valley)406

13
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to another, where clusters (valleys) are separated by social barriers407

(mountains) of different heights. Geometrically such random walk is408

represented as jumps on a tree between the levels of social hierarchy.409

Our model (selection of the transition probability in the form (13))410

corresponds to barriers growing linearly with the number of elemen-411

tary jumps. The relaxation regime of the power form is obtained for412

the number of hierarchy’s levels approaching infinity, i.e., for ideal413

trees with infinitely long branches, as ultrametric spaces they are rep-414

resented by Qp.415

Figure 3: Treelike configuration space

The virus plays the role of a system moving through barriers in416

models of dynamics on energy landscapes (see [48], [41]-[47] and ref-417

erences herein). In our case, these are social barriers between social418

clusters of population. The virus performs a complex random walk419

motion inside each social cluster moving in its sub-clusters, goes out420

of it and spreads through the whole population, sometimes the virus421

comes back to the original cluster from other social clusters that have422
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been infected from this initial source of infection, and so on. During423

this motion the virus should cross numerous social barriers.424

Instead of virus walking through the social tree, we can consider425

a person. A person of the social type x can interact with persons of426

other social types. The temporal sequence of social contacts of some427

persons can have a very complicated trajectory, visiting numerous428

clusters (but the probability of approaching a cluster depends crucially429

on social barriers).430

Let virus encounters a barrier of size ∆m, in hopping a distance m431

(crossing m levels of hierarchy), where ∆1 < ∆2 < ... < ∆m < .... It432

is supposed that barriers ∆m are the same for all social clusters, i.e.,433

they depend only on distance, but not on clusters. This assumption434

reflects a kind of epidemic égalit’e of all social groups, the barriers435

preventing spread of the virus that are imposed by state authorities436

are the same for all social groups.437

Consider the tree at Fig. 3. We identify the lengths of branches438

between vertexes with magnitudes of barriers. Then the barriers on439

this tree depend on clusters, so from this viewpoint the social tree is440

not homogeneous.441

Consider the energy landscape with a uniform barrier ∆, at every442

branch point; that is, a jump of distance 1 involves surmounting a443

barrier ∆, of distance 2, a barrier 2∆, and so on. Hence, barriers444

linearly grow with distance m,445

∆m = m∆,m = 1, 2, .... (19)

It seems that this type of behavior is the most natural from the446

viewpoint of social connections during the covid-19 epidemic in Swe-447

den. Barriers are sufficiently high, but they still are not walls as448

during the rigid quarantine (as say in Italy, France, or Russia). For449

such linearly increasing barriers one can derive the following asymp-450

totic behavior (17) of the relaxation probability [48], where in physics451

and biology the parameter452

q ≡ 1/α =
T log p

∆
, (20)

Here the new parameter T has the meaning of temperature. Thus453

behavior of distance between valleys of the energy landscape is deter-454

mined by the size of the barrier for one-step jump ∆ and temperature.455

We rewrite formula (13) for transition probability by using these pa-456

rameters:457

p(x|y) =
CT,∆

|x− y|1+∆/T
p

. (21)

In our model, we introduce the notion of social temperature T. As in458

physics, this parameter calibrates energy, in our case social energy.459
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The latter represents the degree of social activity, the magnitude of460

social actions. Although the notions of social temperature and energy461

are not so well established as in physics, they can be useful in socio-462

physical modeling (see [63] and references herein, starting with the463

works of Freud and Jung). Probability that the virus jumps from the464

elementary social cluster y to another cluster x grows with growth465

of social temperature. For high T, virus (or its spreader) easily move466

between social clusters. If T << 1, the infection is practically confined467

in clusters. If barrier ∆ increases for the fixed parameter T, then the468

transition probability decreases and vice verse.469

Starting with expression (21), we obtain the relaxation asymptotic470

in the form:471

pI(Bn, t) ∼ t−
T log p

∆ , t→∞. (22)

Thus, for large t, the average probability to become infected in social472

cluster Bn decreases quicker with increase of social temperature T.473

Decrease of the one-step jump barrier ∆ implies the same behavior.474

Immunity probability pIm(Bn, t) behaves in the opposite way. It475

increases quicker with increase of social temperature and decrease of476

the social barrier ∆.477

6 Concluding remarks478

In this paper, we continue development of a new mathematical model479

of disease spread reflecting specialties of covid-19 epidemic. We espe-480

cially emphasize the social cluster character of the virus spread, AS0.481

Such clustered spread can be modeled with dynamical systems on ul-482

trametric spaces. Social clusters are represented by ultrametric balls.483

The basic feature of ultrametric balls is that they are either disjoint484

or one is included in another. This is the root of a the hierarchic485

structure of an ultrametric space. Geometrically ultrametric spaces486

are represented by trees with balls given by bunches of branches with487

the common root.488

In this paper, we model the dynamics of coronavirus with ultra-489

metric diffusion equation7, its simplest version corresponding to p-adic490

trees and linearly increasing social barriers. Asymptotic of probabil-491

ity pIm(t) to become immune against the virus is presented at Fig. 2.492

Generally, it increases slowly, the speed of increasing depends on the493

basic parameter of the model q = T log p/∆.494

7The use of purely diffusional model is supported by specialties of covid-19 epidemic,
presented in section 2. Of course, this model is only approximate. But, it seems that it
gives the right asymptotic of probabilities, to become infected and immune, in socially
clustered society.
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In a society with low social temperature and high barriers between495

social clusters, pIm(t) increase so slowly that there is practically no496

hope to approach herd immunity.497

Appendix498

Superspreader is an unusually contagious individual who has been499

infected with disease; someone who infected the number of people far500

exceeding the two to three. As was pointed out in MIT Technology501

Review [62]: “For covid-19, this means 80% of new transmissions are502

caused by fewer than 20% of the carriers – the vast majority of people503

infect very few others or none at all, and it is a select minority of504

individuals who are aggressively spreading the virus. A recent preprint505

looking at transmission in Hong Kong supports those figures, while506

another looking at transmission in Shenzhen, China, pegs the numbers507

closer to 80/10. Lots of outbreaks around the world have been linked508

to single events where a superspreader likely infected dozens of people.509

For example, a choir practice in Washington State infected about 52510

people; a megachurch in Seoul was linked to the majority of initial511

infections in South Korea; and a wedding in Jordan with about 350512

guests led to 76 confirmed infections.” The bad news is that, for the513

moment, we cannot identify diagnostically superspreaders.514
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